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UNITED STATES PATIENT OFFICE
_GORNELIS FRANCISC‘US MARIA VAN BERKEL, OF WASSENAAR, NETHERLANDS, AS-i
SIGNOR TO U. S. SLIGING MACHINE C‘OMIPANY,‘ OF LA FORTE, INDIANA, A CORPO
RATION OF INDIANA
‘

SLICING MACHINE

Application ?led June 20, ‘1e27, Serial No. 200,244, and in the Netherlands August 25, 1926.

This invention relates to machines for the axis is held stationary for the purpose of
slicing meat and'other material and is es grinding or cleaning the knife.
.pecially adapted for slicing meat having The slicing machine, as shownin Fig. 1 of V
bones, such as pork chops.

a.

‘

‘

the drawings, comprises a slideway 10 upon

Oneobject of the invention is to provide a which the meat or other material 11 is sup

55.3

‘ slicing machine which will sever both the ported and along which ‘it is slid by a fol

meat and bone._
Other objects will appear from the follow

ing description.

lower 12 operated by a feed screw 13. At
one end of the slideway 10 is an upright
frame 14 and at the opposite end of the slide

way 10 is a housing 15 having an opening 16
bination and arrangement of parts shown in therethrough for the passage of material to

19‘ ' The invention is exempli?ed in the com

the . accompanying drawings and described be sliced. .The frame 14 and housing 15‘are

in the following speci?cation, and it is more connected by a pipe or tubular casing 17
‘

particularly pointed out in the appended through which the main drive shaft 18 ex
tends, the drive shaft being journaled in the
claims.

‘

frame 14 and the housing 15. The shaft 18
‘
,
Fig.- 1 is a side elevation, with parts in is rotated by a hand wheel 19 which operates
section, showing one embodiment of the a lever 20 connected by a link 21 with a onw
In the drawings-—

way drive 22 by means of which the‘ feed
.'
Fig. 2 is a section substantially on line 2-—2' screw 13 is intermittently rotated. The hand

20 present invention;

wheel 19 and shaft 18 may be locked against
. .
‘
..
Fig. 13 is a fragmentary sectional view rotation by a pin 23 arranged to enter an
. opening 24 in the wheel 19. The shaft 18
showing a detail;
.
,
>
r M . Fig. 4 is an elevation, with parts in section, carries at its forward end a U-shaped‘ yoke
‘M3 of a modi?ed knife support; and
i and counterweight 25 which supports an arm
Fig.
4
showing
'‘ 26 having a spindle 27 journaled therein. A
Fig. 5 is a View similar to
rotary disc slicing knife 28 is ?xed to the
another modi?cation.
Slicing machines as heretofore constructed > spindle 27 and is disposed in‘alinement with
of Fig. 1;

'

having positively driven rotary circular a slot 29 at the front side of the casing 16

307 knives are not‘ well‘ adapted for slicing meat
containing bone for the reason that the bone
offers a great deal of resistance to the rotary
movement of the knife and thus interferes

through which the knife passes when the

shaft 18 is, rotated to swing the arm 26 about
‘the axis of the shaft. A sprocket wheel 30
is mounted on the spindle 27 and is connected
with the cutting operation of the knife. Ap therewith by a one-way drive‘ comprising
' i-plicant has discovered that a disc knife is, roller clutch members 31. The one-way drive
however, admirably adapted for cutting bone permits rotation of the sprocket 30 in one
if the knife is left practically free to as direction upon the spindle 27 but prevents
sume its own angular position upon its own relative rotation of the sprocket wheel and
‘axis while forced through the material into spindle in the opposite direction. A stud
~10
'the bone. The action of the knife is similar shaft 32 is journaled in the arm 26 in axial

to- that of a cleaver which chops the bone alinement with the shaft 18 and. carries a
rather than that of a, butcher knife drawn sprocket wheel 33 in the plane of the sprocket
in the direction of the edge of the knife across 30. A chain 34 connects the sprocket wheels
_ ,the‘bone. The present invention provides ‘ 30 and 3,3. A hand crank 35 is provided with
‘’ ‘1' means for rotating the knife about its own a squared stud 36 arranged to engage a

axis for severing meat or other material, but squared socket in the end of the shaft 32. A
is arranged for cutting bone without the ro sliding spring catch 37 detachably holds the
tary movement of the knife upon its own hand crank 35 in place.
, ,axis. The invention also provides means for ' Thecasing 15 is provided with a front plate
5 ‘rotating the knife upon its own axis while 38 which encloses the upper portion‘ of the

CO
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path of the slicing knife 28 and crank arm 26. shown in Fig. 4 will be similar to that in
The plate 38 is provided with a perforation Fig. 1.
.
39 for receiving a pin 40 on a locking clip 41

In the form of the invention shown in

shown. in Fig. 3. The clip 41 carries a stud 42 Fig. 57 the crank arm 26 is provided with a

having a squared end for entering the squared housing 52 having a bearing sleeve 53

opening in the shaft 32. The stud 42 may be threaded in one side of the housing and a 70

held in place by the spring catch 37. It will bearing 54 mounted in the opposite side
be apparent that the clip 41 when in position of the housing. A sleeve 55 is jour
as shown in Fig. 3 will hold the shaft 32 naled in the bearing 54 and is fixed to

against rotation.

a shaft 56 to which the knife 28 is secured. 75

When the machine is used for slicing meat The shaft 56 is also journaled in the bearing
with bones, such as pork chops, both the 53. A second sleeve 57 surrounds the shaft
handle 35 and the clip 41 are removed so that 56 and is provided with a face plate 58 which
the stud shaft 32 is free to rotate. This co-operates with a face plate 59 secured to the
15 will leave the spindle 27 and the knife 28 also sleeve 55. The plates 58 and 59 have their
free to rotate about the axis of the spindle 27. engaging faces covered with friction mate
The pin 23 is withdrawn to permit rotation rial to provide frictional driving contact be
of the hand wheel 19 and as the hand wheel tween the two faces. A spring 60 is housed
is rotated‘ther arm 26 will be rotated about within the sleeve 57 and bears against the
“the axis of the shaft 18 to swing the slicing ’ end of the bearing sleeve 53 and the plate 58
knife past the opening 16, causing it to en to resiliently press the plates 58 and 59 into
gage the material 11, cutting through both contact with each other. The pressure of the
the meat and bone. When the knife strikes spring’ 60 maybe regulated by rotating the
the bone it will be free to rotate upon its own bearing sleeve 53 to screw the sleeve toward

80

85

5 axis so that there is no necessity for move

and from the spring 60. A sprocket wheel
ment of the knife through the bone in the 61 is splined on the sleeve 57 for co-opera
direction of the edge of the knife. This tion with the sprocket chain 34. For operat
cutting action has been found‘ very effective ing this form of device the clip 41 is used to
in slicing meat with bones, and especially hold the shaft 32 and sprocket 33 against
for slicing chops. When it is desired to use rotation so that the knife 28 is rotated upon
the machine ‘for slicing material without its own axis at the same time that it is swung
bones, the clip 41 may be placed in position about the axis of the shaft 18. When the
as shown in Fig. 3, which will hold the‘ knife enters a piece of meat having bone im
‘sprocket 33 stationary and willimpart rota bedded therein the knife will continue to
tion to the knife 18 about its own axis when rotate upon its own axis to slice the meat

95

100

the shaft 18 is rotated. When it is ‘desired until’ the edge of the knife strikes‘the bone.
. to sharpen or clean the knife the hand wheel The friction drive between the plates 58 and
19 is locked by. the pin
with the arm 26 59 will then permitthe knife to remain sta
extending upwardly;
,
'
'
‘
tionary upon its own axis while it is forced
The upper ' _.ortion of the housing. 15 isv through the bone. When the knife leaves the
provided with a removable cap 43. When bone the resistance to rotation upon its own
this cap removed the top portionof the axis will be removed so that the remaining
knife will be exposed and may be engaged by portion of the meat will be sliced by the
‘a grinder or wiping, device 44. Togrind the combinedirot-ation of the knife upon its own
knife the hand crank 35 is placed in position, axis and forward movement about the axis
as shown in Fig. 1, and rot-ation‘of the hand of the shaft 18. This construction is espe
crank will drive the knife 28 to rotate about cially useful where heavier pieces of meat
the axis of the spindle 27. The one-way drive having bone imbedded in them are to be
sliced, because it permits the movement of
.31 permits rotation of the knife 28: by the the
knife best adapted for slicing meat
hand crank 35 in one direction only, thus

during the greater part of the meat slicing
insuring rotation of the knife in proper di-‘ operation
and at'the same time permits chop
rection for grinding. ‘
i
y
_
ping action without producing a draw out for
In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 4, the severing the .bone. The pressure between

crank arm 26 is provided‘ with a squared the plates 58 and 59 may be regulated to pro
opening in its outer end‘ for receiving a duce the amount of friction best adapted for
squared portion 45 of a stud shaft 46. The the particular material being sliced. The

105
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stud shaft 46 is held- in place by a nut .47. bearing sleeve 53 may be tightened to prevent
‘A sprocket wheel 48 is j ournaled on the shaft relative rotation of the knife and shaft when
46 and is connected byv a one—way drive 49 with desired. This facilitates grinding the knife
a sleeve 50 also j ournaled on the shaft 46 and when considerable resistance to rotation is

held against longitudinal movement thereon encountered.
by a set screw 51. The knife 28 is ?xed to

I5‘. the sleeve ‘50.. The operation of the knife

I claim 2-»

1. A meat and bone cutting machine com 130
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prising a rotary disc‘ slicing knife, means for prising a yielding driving connection to per
revolving said knife eccentrically to the axis mit said knife to yield to resistance offered
of the knife to cause said knife to engage to rotation thereof upon its own axis.
‘ 7 . A meat and-bone cutting machine com-.
material to be sliced, said knife being free to prising
a drive shaft having a radially ex
assume its own angular position relative to
tending
arm, a disc knife journaled to rotate
its own axis during the movement of said
upon
said
drive shaft, means for rotating said
knife through the material to be sliced.
drive
shaft
to move the axis of said knife
2. A meat and and bone cutting machine
about
the
axis
of said drive shaft for causing
comprising a rotary shaft, an arm projecting '
said
knife
to
engage
material to be sliced, and
from said shaft, a knife journaled on said arm

15

for rotating said shaft to move the axis of axis during the rotation of said knife about
said knife about the axis of said shaft, said the axis of said drive shaft, said last-named
knife being free to remain stationary as re means comprising a frictional driving con
lates to rotation upon its own axis during a nection to permit saidknife to yield to resist

70

75

at a point eccentric to said shaft, and means means for rotating said knife upon its own

ance to rotation thereof upon its own axis
slicing operation thereby, said knife also be— offered
by the material being sliced.
ing free to assume its own angular position

8. A meat and bone cutting machine com
relative to its own axis, during the movement prising
a drive shaft having a radially ex
. of said knife through the material to be
tending arm thereon, a knife journaled on
20 sliced.
‘ 3. A meat and bone cutting machine com~ said arm eccentric to said drive shaft, means
prising a rotary drive shaft, a radially ex for supporting material to be sliced in the

85

path of movement of said knife about the axis
said drive shaft, and a driving connection
shaft, a disc knife journaled on said arm of
rotating said knife aboutits own axis
at a point spaced from the axis of said for
when
said ‘drive shaft is rotated, said driving
drive shaft, means for rotating said drive connection
including an adjustable yielding
shaft to swing said knife about the axis of frictional drive
to permit said knife to remain
said drive shaft to cause said knife to engage stationary as regards
rotation thereof upon
material to be sliced, and means for rotating

tending arm connected with v said drive

its own axis when it encounters resistance to.
f 30 said knife upon its own axis during the r0ta~ such rotation.
tion ofsaid knife about the axis of said drive
9. A slicing machine comprising a circular
shaft, said last-named means being arranged disc
pivoted to rotate around its axis,
to be rendered inoperative to permit said and knife
meansrfor continuously revolving said
knife to remain stationary relative to its own knife
about an axis eccentric to its axis to
35 axis or to .assume its own angular position on move said knife bodily through material to
its own axis under the force exerted thereon

by the material being sliced.

90

95

100

be sliced, said knife being free to remain sta

tionary upon its own axis, or to rotate upon
own axis under the force exerted thereon‘
prising a rotary drive shaft having a radially its
extending arm secured thereto, a knife jour; by the material to be sliced during slicing
naled on said arm for rotation about its axis operations.
10. A meat and bone cutting machine com
eccentric to‘the axis of said drive shaft, a prisingan
arm, means for rotating said arm,
driving member coaxial with said drive a rotary disc
knife carried by said arm, a
shaft, a chain connecting said member with

Li. A meat and bone cutting machine com

45

50

105

driving element carried by said arm spaced
said knife for rotating said knife upon its own from
said knife and rotatable about the axis
when said knife is revolved about the of rotation
of said arm, a driving connection
axis of said drive shaft, means for holding

said driving element and said knife,
said‘drivingmember stationary, and means ‘ between
and
a
clutch
in said driving connection.
for rotating said driving member independ
.11.
A
meat
and bone cutting machine com
ently of said drive shaft, said holding means prising an arm,
means for rotating said arm,
and said rotating means both being detach a stud shaft having
a sprocket thereon jour
able from said driving member to leave said

in said arm, a knife rotatably mounted
driving member free to assume its own posi“ naled
on said arm, a clutch connected with said
tion of rotation.
‘
5. ‘A meat and bone cutting machine com~ knife, and a driving chain between said
55
and clutch.
.
prising a disc knife, a yielding friction drive sprocket
12. A slicing machine comprising in com
for rotating said knife upon its own axis, and bination,
an arm, means for rotating said arm,
means for moving said‘knife transverse to the a gear element
carried by said arm and rotat
axis thereof into engagement with material able about the axis,
of rotation of said arm, a
60 to be sliced.
rotary
knife
carried
,by said arm, a driving
6. A‘ meat‘ and bone cutting machine com— connection between said
knife and gear ele
prising a disc knife, means for moving said ment, and a detachable member
for rotating
knife bodily into engagement with material
said gear element.
‘
m
‘r
to be sliced, and means for rotating said knife
13.
A
slicing
machine
comprising
in com~
65 upon its own axis, said rotating means com

115
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bination, an arm, means for rotating said arm, '

a gear element carried by said arm and rotat
able about the axis of rotation of said arm, a

rotary knife carried by said arm, a driving
connection between said knife and gear ele
ment, a detachable member for rotating said

gear element, and means for locking said gear
element against rotation.

_

14. A slicing machine comprising in com
bination, an arm, means for rotating said
arm, a sprocket carried by said arm and rotat
able about the axis of rotation of said arm, a

rotary knife carried by said arm, a driving
chain between said sprocket and knife, and a

detachable member for rotating said sprocket.
15. A slicing machine comprising in com~
bination, an arm, means for rotating said arm,
a sprocket carried by said arm and rotatable
about the axis of rotation of said arm, a ro

tary knife carried by said arm, a driving
chain between said sprocket and knife, a de

tachable member for rotating said sprocket,
and means for locking said sprocket against

rotation.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this speci?cation on this 18th day of
May, A. D. 1927.
>
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CORNELIS FRANCISCUS MARIA van BERKEL.

